Announcements 12-1-09

• Koller covers Pawlikowski’s groups today
• First preceptor write-up due today
• Graded head to toe – excellent!
• Next week, optional exam review 12/10/09 11:30

Announcements 12-1-09

• Dr. Chandrasekhar today – abnormal lung findings
• Small group
  – Use your seminar rooms to listen to lung sounds
  – EKGs
  – Sign up sheet to present Preceptor H&Ps in folder
• Do online, open book “Lung_Exam1_2010”
  – Open tomorrow 2 pm through 12/8 noon
    • (on calendar 12/8 from 11:30 am to 1pm)
  – Required
  – Need earphones
  – About 20 questions
• Every student presents 2 by end of semester 4